We show that consistency of Statistical EL knowledge bases, as defined by Peñaloza and Potyka in SUM 2017 [4], is EXPTIME-hard. Together with the existing EXPTIME upper bound by Baader in FroCos 2017 [1] , the result leads to the EXPTIME-completeness of the mentioned logic. Our proof goes via a reduction from consistency of EL extended with an atomic negation, which is known to be equivalent to the well-known EXPTIME-complete description logic ALC.
The semantics of EL is defined via interpretations I = (∆ I , · I ) composed of a finite non-empty set ∆ I called the domain of I and a function · I mapping individual names to elements of ∆ I , concept names to subsets of ∆ I , and role names to subsets of ∆ I × ∆ I . This mapping is extended to concepts, roles (cf. Table 1 ) and finally used to define satisfaction of assertions and GCIs (see Table 2 ). We say that an interpretation I satisfies a knowledge base K = (A, T ) (or I is a model of K, written: I |= K) if it satisfies all axioms of A and T . A knowledge base K is called consistent if it has a model and inconsistent otherwise.
EL with atomic negation
With EL (¬) we denote an extension of EL with an atomic negation, namely for each concept name A ∈ N C we introduce a fresh concept name A with the semantics A We say that EL (¬) -TBox T is in normal form, if each GCI has the form: A B, A B C, A ∃r.B or ∃r.A B, for A, B, C are (possibly negated) concept names or . By routine renaming of innermost concepts and replacing them with fresh (possibly negated) concept names, one can easily see that the following holds:
Fact. For each EL (¬) knowledge base K = (A, T ) there is a polynomially-time computable equi-consistent EL (¬) knowledge base K = (A , T ) with the Tbox T in normal form.
It is known (e.g. [2] ) that EL (¬) is a notational variant of the famous description logic ALC, thus checking consistency of EL (¬) knowledge bases is EXPTIME-complete [5] , as stated below:
). Consistency checking for EL (¬) knowledge bases is EXPTIME-complete. Hardness holds even for knowledge bases with empty Aboxes and with Tboxes in normal form.
Statistical EL
Statistical EL (abbreviated with SEL) as defined in [4] , is a probabilistic extension of EL. Statical EL knowledge bases K = (A, T ) consists of EL Aboxes and SEL TBoxes, whereas SEL Tboxes are finite sets probabilistic conditionals of the form (C | D) [l, k] , where C, D ∈ C EL are "standard" EL concepts and l, k ∈ Q are rational numbers satisfying 0 ≤ l ≤ k ≤ 1.
An
Note that the usual EL Tboxes are expressible with probabilistic conditionals since C D is equivalent to (D | C) [1, 1] . Hence each EL kb can be seen as a SEL kb.
The main result
The rest of the article is devoted to prove the following theorem: Theorem 2. Consistency of SEL knowledge bases is EXPTIME-hard.
The proof goes via a reduction from consistency of EL (¬) knowledge bases, which is known to be EXPTIME-complete [5] . Due to Theorem 1 we can restrict attention to knowledge bases with empty Aboxes and Tboxes in normal form. Let K = (∅, T ) be such EL (¬) knowledge base and let us denote with C K set of all concept names (together with those appearing under negation) from K.
Towards the reduction, we are going to define a SEL knowledge base K tr = (∅, T init ∪ T tr ) and prove that K and K tr are equi-consistent. Intuitively the Tbox T tr corresponds to the "translated" Tbox T and the Tbox T init ensures that the translation is correct. We define a SEL Tbox T init as:
assuming that the name real as well as all concept names C for C ∈ C K ∪ {real} are fresh.
Note that (C | )[0.5, 0.5] simply states that C I = 1 2 |∆ I |, i.e. C I contains exactly half of domain elements. The probabilistic conditional (C | C)[0, 0] specifies that concepts C and C are disjoint. The concept real serves as a guard in the forthcoming translation of T into T tr .
The Tbox T tr is obtained from T by replacing each concept C in each GCIs from T : with C real for C ∈ N C , with D real for C = D for D ∈ N C , with real for C = and with real for C = ⊥.
We first focus on proving that our translation preserves consistency, i.e.:
Lemma 3. If K is consistent then K tr is also consistent.
Proof.
Let J be a model of K, with the domain ∆ J = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }. We define an interpretation I as a disjoint union of I real = J and I copy , satisfying: (i) ∆ Icopy = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }, (ii) for each concept name C ∈ C K we set both v i ∈ C I and v i ∈ C I if v i ∈ C J holds, and otherwise we set v i ∈ C I and v i ∈ C I (iii) real I = ∆ J , (iv) C I = ∆ I \ C I for each concept name C ∈ C K ∪ {real}, and (v) for each role r we set r I = r J . Intuitively the interpretation I consists of J = I real and its copy I copy , where negated concepts C are replaced with C and the type of each v i (i.e. the set of concepts containing v i ) is equal to the complement of the type of v i . We first prove that I |= T init holds. Let C be an arbitrary concept name from C K ∪ {real}. From the (iv) part of the definition of I we know that I |= (C | C)[0, 0] (which should be read as C I real ∩ C I real = ∅). In order to prove that I |= (C | )[0.5, 0.5] and I |= ( C | )[0.5, 0.5] hold, we need to show the equality |C I | = | C I | = 1 2 |∆ I | = n. Due to the disjointness of C and C it is enough to show that |C I | = n holds. Observe that due to the (ii) part of the definition of I,
Since all of them are in ∆ I \ C I , they are in C I (point (iv) from the above definition). With (ii) we infer that v i1 , v i2 , . . . , v i k ∈ C I holds. With a similar reasoning we can show that there is no elements in ∆ Icopy ∩ C I other than v i1 , v i2 , . . . , v i k . Thus equalities |C I | = |C I real | + |C Icopy | = (n − k) + k = n hold, which finishes the first part of the proof. Now we prove that I |= T tr holds. Let A B be an arbitrary GCI from T tr . Note both A and B are of the form A = real A 1 and B = real B 1 , i.e., the GCI speaks only about concept inclusions of elements from real. Since real I = ∆ I real holds, it is enough to show that I real satisfies A 1 B 1 .
Let tr(C) denotes a concept obtained by first replacing each occurrence of real in C with and then replacing each occurrence D with D (where D ∈ C K ). The GCI tr(A 1 ) tr(B 1 ) belongs to T thus J |= tr(A 1 ) tr(B 1 ). Note that from (ii) and (iv)
Hence I real |= tr(A 1 ) tr(B 1 ), which together with the first part of the proof results in I |= K tr .
The next step is to prove that the reverse of Lemma 3 holds. More precisely: Lemma 4. If K tr is consistent then K is also consistent.
Let I be a model of K tr and let I real be an instance obtained from I by restricting its domain ∆ I to real I . We are going to show that I real is a model of K.
We define a translation tr, which maps A to A and A to A for any concepts from C K ∪ { , real}. Moreover we lift tr to complex concept by setting tr(A B) = tr(A) tr(B) and tr(∃r.A) = ∃r.tr(A). Note that due to the presence of disjoint statements (C | C)[0, 0] in T init , we can immediately conclude that C I real = ∆ I real \ C I real = C I real . Analogously we obtain (C D) I real = (tr(C) tr(D)) I real as well as (∃r.C) I real = (∃r.tr(C)) I real . Let C D be an arbitrary GCI from T . We know that a GCI equivalent to tr(C real) real tr(C real) real is already contained in T tr . Moreover I is a model of T tr and since the mentioned GCI speaks only about subsets of real, we can infer that I real |= tr(C) tr(D). To conclude that I real |= C D holds, it is enough to use the previously established equalities between concepts and their translations, namely C I real = tr(C) I real , D I real = tr(D) I real , and the fact that the satisfaction of GCIs can be represented as an equality of sets, i.e., I real |= C D holds iff C I real ∩ (∆ I real \ C I real ) = ∅. Thus I real satisfies T , hence I real is a model of K.
We conclude that Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theorem 1, Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
